Spring has come to Krakow!!!

In our final issue for the 2018-19 school year, Ephisine, Aniela, Alva, Ada, Ami, Liam, Kuba B, Kuba W, Ernest, Kiki, and Grant have put all of their ideas together before transferring their creative energy to outdoor activities.

Enjoy and thank you for reading!
The Umbrella Academy

By Aniela

SUPER. DYSFUNCTIONAL. FAMILY.
The Umbrella Academy is a family of seven adopted children who have extraordinary powers. They are all raised by one man. They were given numbers based on their strength in power and how good the power is.

Number 1, Luther. Power: Super strength.
Number 2, Diego. Power: Able to throw knives wherever he wants.
Number 3, Alison. Power: Ability to tell people what to do, "I heard a rumor."
Number 4, Klaus. Power: Ability to see ghosts.
Number 5, (no name). Power: teleportation, time traveling.
Number 6, Ben. Power: Shape shifting (but he died in episode 1).
Number 7, Vanya. Power: Connected to emotions, transfers sound into power.

The TV show is very Violent :) It's 16 +
AcornFur

Clan:
Current: SkyClan
Past: Tall Shadow's Camp, and Clear Sky's Camp.

Name:
Kit: AcornFur
Medicine Cat apprentice: AcornFur
Medicine Cat: AcornFur
Early Settler: AcornFur

Family:
Mother: HawkSwoop
Father: Jackdaw's Cry
Brother: LightningTail
Foster Brother: ThunderStar

Education:
Mentor: MothFlight
AcornPaw

Clan:
Current: StarClan
Past: SkyClan, SkyClan's Ancestors

Names:
Apprentice: AcornPaw
SkyClan Ancestor: Unknown
SkyClan Resident: Unknown

Education:
Mentor: WeaselWhisker
AcornTail

Clan:
Current: WindClan
Past: None

Names:
Apprentice: Unknown
Warrior: AcornPaw
Deputy: AcornPaw

Education:
Mentor: PebbleFur
Adder Fang

Clan:
Current: StarClan
Past: ThunderClan

Names:
Apprentice: AdderPaw
Warrior: Adder Fang
Senior Warrior: Adder Fang
Deputy: Adder Fang
StarClan Resident:

Family:
Mate: Swift Breeze
Daughters: Leopard Foot, Spotted Leaf, Willow Pelt
Sons: Patch Pelt, Red Tail

Education:
Mentor: Hare Pounce
Apprentice: Thistle Claw
AdderKit

Clan:
Current: StarClan
Past: WindClan

Cause of Death:
Cause of Death: He got bitten by an Adder.

Names:
Kit: AdderKit
StarClan Resident: AdderKit
AdderPaw

Clan:
Current: WindClan
Name:
Apprentice: AdderPaw
TOP THREE ENDANGERED ANIMALS

By Aniela
Amur Leopard

Why are they endangered?
Amur leopards are the rarest cats in the world as there are less than 40 in the wild. People hunt them for their soft warm fur and cut down their habitat. These cats live in the forests of Russia in the cold deep snow and the hot summers. During the winter Amur leopard don't have much food so they scavenge for deer and other animals that have died.

Why do people hunt them?
People are selfish and want to make money. Some don't care about the way animals are treated. Humans kill leopards because of their fur and people don't think about what they're doing. :(

ISK Voice
Siberian Tiger

Like most big cats the Siberian Tiger is hunted for its fur and loss of habitat. There are less than 100 left in the wild. So let's do everything we can to help them. They live in Russia, China, and North Korea. These cats are critically endangered and can go extinct at any minute. Siberian tigers are big and need to eat lots of food so when people hunt and cut down habitat it is harder to get food and they die out more quickly. :( These cats are quite special even though they don't do much. Siberian tigers, like vultures, clean up the environment. Lots of animals that are endangered do this job, so please do all you can to help these poor cats.
Sumatran Rhino

The Sumatran rhino is critically endangered with less than 80 on the planet. People hunt them for their horn. They use the horn to sculpt figures and make money. Sumatran rhinos live in India, Bhutan, Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and China. They are critically endangered and need our help and we need to stop poachers. Also they live in rain forests and humans come and destroy the habitat. Hopefully there will be a law saying "no hunting Sumatran Rhinos illegally" just like in Indonesia for Komodo Dragons.

Poachers should not be doing this just for money. If they want a rhino horn they should take it from an old dying one not from young and healthy. :(
Brawl Stars is a game that was made in June 2017 and it is getting more and more popular. It has a lot of skins. There are a lot of game modes to play like: Gem Grab, Showdown, Brawl Ball, and Heist.
Now I am going to tell you about all the brawlers in the game that exist. There are different rarities: rare, super rare, epic, mythic, legendary.
Gem Grab

Gem Grab is a mode where teams of three compete for gems. The first team to carry ten gems for 15 seconds win.

Showdown:
Here you try to get power cubes and meanwhile try to kill the other brawlers.

Bounty is a game mode where brawlers have to kill brawlers for their stars.

Brawl Ball is a mode where you have to try to score goals. The first team to 2 wins.
Heist is a game mode where you try to destroy the other team's safe first.
You can also join clans where you can play with a variety of players in your clan. The maximum in a clan is 100 players.
What is Contortion?

Not many people know what contortion is so I will explain it now. :)  
Contortion is a bit like gymnastics but also a bit different. What do I mean? Contortion is being very, very flexible, like in the image below.

Also, in contortion you stand on your hands a lot, so you need to be very strong. And you need strong stomach muscles to lift yourself up when lying down a bit like this.
There is also Acro dance which is a mix of dancing and contortion. I do this dance and it's pretty awesome.

Here are some pictures of contortion:

Santa is going crazy!!

By Anieia
An Epic Paint Gallery Masterpieces Drawn By Kiki Brzeski and Grant Jones, Ernest Pilch AND Liam Billings
Muscle Mania

by: Grant
A buff guy

By Kiki
Spiderman + Triangle

By Grant
A Dude with a Triangle Mouth

By Kiki
It used to look like it was made from silly string but not any more because I over did it.

By Kiki
Find the Star

By Grant
Elephant in a Green Pool

By Kiki
The Scribble of the Maniac

by Kuba
Operation Tungsten happened 3 April 1944. It was a WW II Royal Navy air raid that targeted the German battle ship Tirpitz.

The location of this mission was in Kaafljord, Norway.

The British were attacking the Germans. The strengths were that the British had 40 dive bombers and 80 fighters. The Germans had one battle ship, the Tirpitz. The commander for the British was Henry Moore. The German commander was Hans Meyer.

Casualties and losses for the UK was 9 fatalities and 4 air crafts lost. Casualties and losses for the Germans were 123 fatalities and 329 wounded. One battleship and 5 other vessels were damaged.
Beast Boy

Beast Boy is a member of the Teen Titans and his real name is Garfield. He is half beast, half boy. What do I mean by that? Well.. let's go back in time and tell you his story.

His parents were studying a rare species of green monkey, and Garfield got bitten by one of them. He suffered from an illness that could have killed him. He got injected with an antidote that saved him but he turned green and was in the form of an ape for 24 hours. After that his parents died in a boat accident. He could also turn into any animal in the world.
When Garfield was a teen he started defeating villains. He joined the Titans when he was 13 or 14.
Aries

Date: Mar 21–Apr 19

Motto: "When you know yourself, you're empowered. When you accept yourself, you're invincible."

Spirit Color: Red

Lucky Gem: Diamond

Flower: Thistle and Honeysuckle

Some famous people: Emma Watson, Lady Gaga, Keira Knightley, Charlie Chaplin...
Taurus

Date: Apr 20–May 20

Motto: "Nothing worth having comes easy."

Spirit Color: Pink

Lucky Gem: Emerald

Flower: Rose, Poppy, and Foxglove

Some famous people: Adele, Dwayne Johnson, Audrey Hepburn, Chris Brown, Cam Newton...
Gemini
Date: May 21–Jun 20
Motto: "I manifest my reality."
Spirit Color: Yellow
Lucky Gem: Tiger's eye and Emerald
Flower: Lavender and Lily of the Valley
Some famous people: Amelia De Brouwer, Angelina Jolie, Natalie Portman, Iggy Azalea, Ada Sierek, Kendrick Lamar, Arsheya Minhas...
Cancer
Date: Jun 21–Jul 22
Motto: "I feel, therefore I am"
Spirit Color: Violet
Lucky Gem: Ruby, Pearl
Flower: Orchid and White Rose
Some famous people: Ariana Grande, Selena Gomez, Lionel Messi, Kevin Hart, Luke Bryan...
Leo

Date: Jul 23–Aug 22

Motto: "if you know the way, go the way and show the way - you're a leader."

Spirit Color: Gold

Lucky Gem: Carnelian

Flower: Sunflower and Marigold

Some famous people: Zosia Panetta, Mila Kunis, J.K Rowling...
Virgo

Date: Aug 23-Sep 22
Motto: "My best can always be better."
Spirit Color: Silver
Lucky Gem: Peridot
Flower: Sunflower and Marigold
Some famous people: Marysia Salustowicz, Beyonce, Prince Harry, Zenday, Chris Pine...
Libra

Date: Sep 23–Oct 22

Motto: "No person is an island."

Spirit Color: Blue

Lucky Gem: Sapphire

Flower: Rose

Some famous people: Aniela Panetta, Bella Thorne, Matt Damon, Kate Winslet, Kim Kardashian, Halsey...
Scorpio

Date: Oct 23–Nov 21

Motto: "You never know what you are capable of until you try."

Spirit Color: Black

Lucky Gem: Topaz and Opal

Some famous people: Gabriela Ponurski, Julia Roberts, Katy Perry, Owen Wilson, Kris Jenner...
Sagittarius

Date: Nov 22–Dec 21

Motto: "Towering genius disdains a beaten path."

Spirit Color: Light blue

Lucky gem: Topaz

Flower: Carnations and Crocuses

Some famous people: Taylor Swift, Brad Pitt, Nicki Minaj...
Capricorn

Date: Dec 22-Jan 19

Motto: "I can succeed at anything I put my mind to."

Spirit Color: Dark Blue

Lucky Gem: Lapis Lazuli

Flower: Pansy

Some famous people: John Legend, Kate Middleton...
Aquarius

Date: Jan 20–Feb 18

Motto: None

Spirit Color: Turquoise

Lucky gem: Turquoise

Flower: None

Some famous people: None
Pisces

Date: Feb 19-Mar 20
Motto: None
Spirit Color: Sea Green
Lucky Gem: Moonstone
Flower: None
Some famous people: None
By Ernest Pilch

You can’t blend in when you were born to stand out.
Wonder is a book and movie about a boy who has some cranial facial differences. He has to go through tough situations at a new school in 5th grade.

August Pullman was home schooled before he went to the actual school but it was a brand new start for everyone because it is middle school.

August’s school was named Beecher Prep. August has some friends and enemies. His whole school year is getting very complicated. The story WONDER is told by a few people that all have one thing in common with each other, August.

The people that tell this story in their point of view are: August, Jack, Summer, Via, Justin and Miranda

Jack is August’s friend and he was asked by the principal of the school to be August’s welcome buddy and that is how their friendship started. But later Jack chose to be August’s friend not only because Mr. Tushman asked him to.

Summer is a girl that is also August’s friend but unlike Jack she chose to be August’s friend without Mr. Tushman asking her to.

Via is August’s sister and she goes to high school. Her part in the book is about what is going on in middle school and the difficulties in high school.
KOOKABURRA

Kookaburras live in Australia and New Zealand. When you see a kookaburra you might think: "AWW, what a cute little birdie, totally harmless."

WRONG! Kookaburras, believe it or not, are birds of prey. They might not look like it but they're pretty vicious when you see one hunting. In order to weaken their prey, they take the animal in their beak and beat it against a tree really hard, then the kookaburra will eat. Not nice eh....don't judge a book by its cover: this birdie will rip you apart!

They are the smallest birds of prey.
MOVIE STARS

In This Article We Are Going To Talk About:

Zac Efron
Hugh Jackman
Emma Watson
Zendaya
Rebecca Ferguson
Orlando Bloom
Johnny Depp

By Alva and Ephisine
Zac Efron has been in
High School Musical 1, 2, 3: Troy Bolton
17 Again: Mick O’Donnell
Greatest Showman: Phillip Carlyle
Extremely Wicked Show: Ted Bundy
Baywatch: Matt Brody
Neighbors 1, 2, 3: Teddy Sanders
The Lucky One: Logan Thibault
Dirty Grandpa: Jason Kelly
The Lorax: Ted
The Beach Bum: Flicker
The Disaster Artist: Dan Jangian
Paperboy: Jack Jansen
The Derby Stallion: Patrick McCordel
Maliens World: Stuart Wasser
Miracle Run: Steve Morgan
He is currently 31 years old
Emma Watson is a famous star that has played in many movies like: Beauty and the Beast, Harry Potter 1-8, The Colony, The Circle, Perks of being a Wallflower, Noah, The Bling Ring, Little Women, Regression, This is the End, Ballet Shoes, Your Voice in my Head, A week with Marylin, and The Queen Of The Tearling.

She is currently 28 years old.
Zendaya is one of the best actors. She has starred in many movies like: Smallfoot, Spiderman, The Greatest Showman, Duck Duck Goose, Zapped, Space Buddies, Pixie Hollow Games, The Guardian Brothers and Frenemies. She is also a singer and dancer. She is currently 22 years old.
Rebecca Ferguson is a great actress and has performed in a lot of movies such as: The Greatest Showman, Mission Impossible Fallout, Life, The Girl on the Train, The Kid who would be King, Hercules, The Snowman, Men in Black, Florence Foster Jenkins, Despite the Falling Snow, Doctor Sleep, US, Ghost, A One Way trip to Antibes, and The Vatican.

She is currently 35 years old and has two children.
Orlando Bloom is 42 years old. Born January 13, 1977 he is currently an actor and has starred in many movies like: Pirates of the Caribbean, Lord of the Rings, Kingdom of Heaven, Troy, The Three Musketeers, Black Hawk Down, Elizabethtown, Unlocked, S.M.A.R.T Chase. In his first movie in 1997 he had a small role-- he was a rent boy in the film Wilde. In 1999 he had a bigger role in Lord of the Rings as Legolas.
Johnny Depp

Johnny Depp is an amazing actor and has played in many movies like: Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Cry Baby, Edward Scissorhands, Blow, A Nightmare on Elm Street, Alice in Wonderland, The Lone Ranger, Black Mass, The Rum Diary. In animated movies: Gnomeo and Juliet and Rango. He is 55 years old and donates 4.7 million dollars to charity every year.
Things More Likely...

by Kiki and Liam
...to kill you than a shark:

Beds: There are about 450 deaths caused by bed in the United States!

Coconuts: About 150 people get killed every year!

Dogs: About 30 people get killed by dogs every year!
...than winning the lottery:

5. You're more likely to have a child who is a genius.

4. You're more likely to be elected president of the U.S.A.

3. You are more likely to get killed by a vending machine.

2. You're more likely to get attacked by a shark.

1. You're more likely to get into Harvard.
...to kill you than a plane crash:

- food
- ladders
- bath
- fireworks
- lightning
Why did the chicken cross the road?

There are many reasons why the chicken crossed the road. Because he wanted to, because there was Chick-Fil-A on the other side, and more.

But the real reason is...

NONE OF YO BEESWAX!

Just kidding. But let's find out...
Let's gather some basic facts-
So there's a road,

And there's a chicken,
And there are cars...

And there may be the occasional Chick-Fil-A on the other side.
Wait a minute. Do those eyes look funky? Uh oh...
OK. YA GET IT?
CHICK FIL A.
THAT'S THE REAL REASON.